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	Please READ DESCRIPTION Before Buying. The item is Brand New Paperback International/South Asian Edition textbook with 100 % identical Contents as US Edition. Shipped Same Day. Will be dispatched fast. 100% Satisfaction. Great Customer Service, Buy with Confidence, Front Cover May Differ. Ships to PO or APO. May have printed "NOT FOR SALE OUTSIDE of INDIA" or Territorial Disclaimer.
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Ubuntu Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for Ubuntu and Debian Power UsersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This updated bestseller from Linux guru Chris Negus is packed with an array of new and revised material


	As a longstanding bestseller, Ubuntu Linux Toolbox has taught you how to get the most out Ubuntu, the world's most popular Linux distribution. With this anticipated new edition, Christopher Negus returns with a...
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Modern Multithreading : Implementing, Testing, and Debugging Multithreaded Java and C++/Pthreads/Win32 ProgramsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essentials of concurrent programming,including testing and debugging
This textbook examines languages and libraries for multithreaded programming. Readers learn how to create threads in Java and C++, and develop essential concurrent programming and problem-solving skills. Moreover, the textbook sets itself apart from other comparable...
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Refactoring to AgilityAddison Wesley, 2006
Agile methodologies, such as XP, Scrum, Crystal, and Lean Software Development enable development organizations to deliver higher-quality software far more rapidly. However, for the "non-agile" development organization, transitioning to agility is an enormous leap, requiring radically new skills and presenting profound...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design with Applications (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007
Object-Oriented Design with Applications has long been the essential reference to object-oriented technology, which, in turn, has evolved to join the mainstream of industrial-strength software development. In this third edition--the first revision in 13 years--readers can learn to apply object-oriented methods using new paradigms...
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Reality ColdFusion MX: Flash MX IntegrationPearson Education, 2002
Come be part of a real-world development team, from the start of a project to the finish! In Reality ColdFusion MX: Flash MX Integration, you get to experience how the power of ColdFusion can help drive the Flash experience by designing Web applications, discussing development issues, finding solutions, and implementating the final products....
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Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C LibraryO'Reilly, 2007
This book is about writing software that makes the most effective use of the system you're running on -- code that interfaces directly with the kernel and core system libraries, including the shell, text editor, compiler, debugger, core utilities, and system daemons. The majority of both Unix and Linux code is still written at the system level, and...
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